
Re: 30 Days of Kentucky Archaeology 2019 Blog 
 
Dear Kentucky Archaeologists & Friends:  
 
Over the past four years we have learned a lot about Kentucky’s Archaeology- from Kentucky’s 
Prehistoric Textiles, to the “Dark and Bloody Ground” Myth, the chances for Underwater Archaeology in 
Kentucky, the long history of Iron production, and of native fruits, the Pawpaws. As we prepare for 
Kentucky Archaeology Month once again (September for those of you that may have forgotten), we are 
looking for volunteers to submit blogs for our 30 Days of Kentucky Archaeology blogroll. These articles 
or photo essays should be targeted to a general audience (Kentucky citizens, homeschools, the young, 
laypeople, and archaeology enthusiasts) and should be related to Kentucky Archaeology.  
 
Guidelines for Articles: 

 600-800 words 
 Include photos with captions- cite the photography or archive if the photo is not yours 
 Insert hyperlinks directly into the text 
 Blog Ideas: Highlight a dig from the past year, Write about your Favorite artifact or feature, “Meet 

the XXX” (for those of you in a new position, or new to Kentucky), History of…, How you use 
technology in the field, Event Advertisement, Experimental Archaeology, and more! 

 
Guidelines for Photo Essays: [NEW!] 

 Submit 5 to 10 photographs with captions 
 You can include a short story, step by step explanation of the photos- something to put them into 

context, which we as Archaeologists know is important 
 Example blogs: Reach into the Archives (everyone loves old photos), A Day/Week/Month/Year 

in the Field, Thematic Artifacts, Experimental Archaeology 
 
General Tips: 

 Feel free to “remix” material (I am looking at those groups with Facebook pages!) 
 Professors- assigning students to contribute a blog is alright by us! 
 Blog Examples can be found here: The Dirt: The Gleen Black Lab Blog, Tennessee Archaeology 

Awareness Month Blog, previous years of 30 Days of Kentucky Archaeology OR follow those 
links at the top of the page to look at our TOP Blogs 

 Blogs posts will be reviewed prior to posting to ensure: 1) site locations & sensitive 
information is not revealed, 2) articles are clear (readability), 3) inappropriate comments are not 
made 

 
Please notify Karen Stevens (karen.stevens@ky.gov) if interested in contributing to the 2019-30 
Days of Kentucky Archaeology Blog before August 1st. Finalized blogs should be submitted by 
August 23rd.  
 
If you have questions, are hesitant to post but interested, or want help brainstorming ideas, please feel free 
to contact me! 
 
Karen Stevens 
karen.stevens@ky.gov 
Kentucky Heritage Council 


